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In November 2012, President Barack Obama won a close election for a second term by catching a rising wave. Obama claimed 93% of African-American voters, 71% percent of Hispanics, and 73% of Asian Americans. Though Republican candidate Mitt Romney won most of the white vote, about 72% of all U.S. voters, he ended up high and dry. The lesson, say political analysts: The white vote is no longer enough. The key to this and future White House victories is the allegiance of minority voters, whose ranks now comprise a third of the U.S. population and are growing fast.

Another key to the 2012 victory, perhaps less noticed, was Obama’s ability to ride the digital tide. His was the first presidential campaign ever to use full-blown microtargeting techniques from digital advertising to identify and to turn out key “persuadable” voters, such as 18-to-24-year-olds, African Americans, Hispanics, and women, in swing states. The campaign’s Analytics group, staffed by quants and scientists, built and analyzed detailed demographic profiles of individual households by zip code, including their charitable contributions and their favorite TV shows and magazines, to tailor advertising and door-to-door canvassing messages to these voters.

If the U.S. presidential bid is America’s ultimate marketing campaign, the 2012 election shows that the marriage of multicultural marketing and digital microtargeting has come of age. When whites are expected to drop to less than half of the population by 2043, other marketers are quickly realizing that keeping a finger on the pulse of America’s multicultural up-and-comers through digital targeting can reap sizeable rewards. The potency of digital marketing, compared with traditional advertising, raises concerns that discriminatory marketing practices that existed in the offline world will continue with renewed vigor and greater effectiveness in the online world. Traditional ads are able to target consumers only in broad strokes—aimed at groups of individuals with common attributes, such as sugar-craving kids, music-loving teens, harried moms, or homeowner dads. In contrast, digital marketers can serve up ads to individuals tailored to that person’s traits, at a moment’s notice, based on extensive demographic data about them. Digital marketers know a lot more about each consumer, including their race, financial status, and health condition, and can easily use or misuse that information. Digital microtargeting, for instance, makes it easier for advertisers to push certain products, such as fast foods or payday loans, to consumers with particular traits, or to withhold products, such as financial services or travel deals, from consumers with specific attributes.
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DISCRIMINATING AMONG ONLINE CONSUMERS

Already there is evidence that some online companies serve only customers deemed lucrative prospects. According to news reports, Orbitz, the online travel broker, employs real-time data analytics to determine whether visitors to its site are big spenders or cheapskates. Criteria include whether the customer got to the site through search or by typing in Orbitz’s Web address, how many times they rerouted their itinerary, and whether they have used Orbitz before. If the customer is deemed a mere bargain hunter, Orbitz sends him or her to a competing online travel site.

Moreover, evidence exists that race also plays a role in online advertising strategies. Google searches of people with names associated with African Americans, such as Tyrone and Latisha, for instance, bring up ads touting services for background checks and arrest records much more often than Google searches for names associated with whites, such as Brad and Kristen. When race is a key criterion by which marketers make these decisions, multicultural consumers should be on guard.

GOLD MINE

For now, many online advertisers claim multicultural consumers are the next big gold mine. To hear them tell it, the Digital Divide is yesterday’s story. Instead of being left behind in the mass digital migration, minority groups are leading the charge as online super-users. Hispanics, for example, are more intensive users of smart phones than the general U.S. population; African Americans, avid social networkers; and Asian Americans rule in Web videos. While the Digital Divide isn’t quite behind us—Hispanic online penetration is still just 66% versus 76% for the total U.S. population—online marketers have latched onto the wave of the future. Growing at a faster rate than the general population, the leading U.S. multicultural groups include a greater percentage of the young and connected. They are some of the most advanced consumers of online technology today and the trendsetters of tomorrow.
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For that reason, digital marketers are waking up to the siren call of targeting Hispanic, African-American, and Asian-American online consumers. Together, their buying power totals $2.7 trillion, up 85% since 2000, compared with a 43.6% increase for whites over that same period.\textsuperscript{11} On the horizon are more multicultural populations to watch, including Muslim Americans with spending power of about $200 billion today.\textsuperscript{12}

In some ways, marketers’ enthusiasm about multicultural consumers is heartening, a recognition that these Americans are influential contributors to the national culture. Online advertisers targeting these populations can help fund online multicultural editorial content, adding a greater diversity of voices to a national mainstream media that is becoming more homogenous as it consolidates under a handful of big companies. Such advertisers can also help other forms of multiculturalism by funding online sites, from established outfits such as Univision and Essence Communications to new arrivals, such as Japanese-American comedian Ryan Higa, whose Web videos are now YouTube’s second biggest channel.

**PRYING DIGITAL EYES**

Yet now that online marketers have their eyes trained on them, multicultural online users also should address the ways in which digital target marketing can be harmful. The collection of vast amounts of information on every consumer has led to what some have called the “surveillance economy.” In other words, online marketing has ushered in practices that threaten our privacy with consequences for both civil liberties and consumer protection. Some of the very characteristics that make multicultural consumers attractive to marketers, such as their relative youth, can also make them more vulnerable to advertising of products that may not be beneficial to them, such as junk food. Consumers are making more of their daily decisions involving their finances, health, and families using the Internet, including connections via mobile phones. Their data will be collected and analyzed, leading to decisions made by others about their creditworthiness, health, factors that could affect employment, and more. Sophisticated online consumer tracking and targeting can help marketers distinguish consumers’ race more easily and facilitate age-old discriminatory practices, from redlining to predatory lending, in the digital age. This paper discusses the relationship of the commercial digital marketplace to multicultural groups and identifies issues requiring scrutiny, safeguards, and advocacy.

> Sophisticated online consumer tracking and targeting can help marketers distinguish consumers’ race more easily and facilitate age-old discriminatory practices…
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In the offline world, instances abound where marketers have differentiated their sales approach based on customers’ race. Not all multicultural advertising and sales targeting is harmful. Advertising legitimate goods and services of special interest to multicultural consumers helps to match up sellers and buyers in a way that’s useful to both—whether it’s Hispanic foods to Hispanic grocery shoppers or tickets for shows by performers popular with particular multicultural groups. But a history of less savory targeting also exists. In the 1930’s, after federal housing agencies started delineating African-American, Jewish, Hispanic, and other minority neighborhoods on residential maps with a red line, for example, lenders denied mortgage loans to residents of those areas in a practice known as redlining. More recently, during the real estate boom of the last decade, lenders pushed subprime mortgages with onerous terms to low-income, often minority, borrowers, who then defaulted. Evidence suggests that these lenders peddled subprime mortgages to minority borrowers, regardless of their income, at much higher rates than they did to whites.  

Today, the explosion of online media and advertising data collection techniques makes it easier to identify individual consumers. Digital advertisers need not know someone’s name to understand what content they like, how much they spend and on what products, and their geographic location. Through tracking software and data from other sources, marketers create online profiles that can give a rich picture of consumers’ interests, attitudes, and financial resources. The heightened focus on generating profits from multicultural consumers and communities means that online marketers will put considerable resources into the latest technology to more effectively target and influence multicultural consumers. The results can be benign or harmful for users depending on what products and services are marketed and how, but the burgeoning population of multicultural online consumers—and all online users—should be aware of the extent to which they are being tracked, studied, and targeted so that they can make informed choices about their responses to such advertising.

Indeed, every time Internet users go online, through their laptop, Droid, iPad, or other connected device, the websites they visit and the applications they use collect data on their online behavior to sell to marketers and advertisers. The sale of data on Web consumers is the financial fuel that funds nearly all the commercial sites online. In the U.S., for example, online ad spending totaled nearly $32 billion in 2011. Though still dwarfed by overall ad spending in the US, at $144 billion, online ad spending is rising rapidly, as more of our daily experiences migrate to mobile phones and other digital media.

The sale of data on Web consumers is the financial fuel that funds nearly all the commercial sites online.”
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BIG DATA

Behind the ads and marketing pitches found online is a pervasive, highly developed “Big Data” consumer information collection system. Many companies track consumer behavior when an Internet user goes online—including the website the user is visiting, her online or mobile phone provider, or third parties, such as ad networks and data brokers. The websites that users visit and the online applications that they download collect information about them through registration data or by loading code called “cookies” onto users’ browsers to track their online journeys in real time. Websites and applications providers also can expand their knowledge of each user by purchasing consumer data from data brokers selling consumer information, such as ethnicity, gender, residence, income, credit ratings, and behavior, gleaned from both online and offline sources.  

Aggregating all the available data, these marketers build digital dossiers on every user, which can contain information about an individual’s finances, health, family composition, ethnicity or race, and more. Though available for marketers to use, this information is not shared with the user.

ONLINE AUCTIONS

An entire online marketing ecosystem has developed based on these consumer digital dossiers. Advances in the tracking, targeting and profiling of online users are transforming how marketers and tech companies learn about consumers to deliver advertising. Today, it’s increasingly no longer that important what websites you may visit, but who you are. Are you a big spender? What kind of neighborhood do you live in? Are you looking for a new mortgage or credit card? Do you spend time on social media and use Facebook? And what ethnicity might you be? All this and more can be reflected in your profile, which invisibly accompanies you as you travel online—even when using a mobile phone.

Here’s how the online ad auctions work: When a user calls up a site, an ad server auctions her impending visit within milliseconds to the highest bidding advertiser. By the time the consumer arrives at the site, she sees an ad honed to her interests, concerns, or vulnerabilities. It may even look less like a traditional ad than a message that appears to be connected to friends from her social network.

Online marketing technologies can also track and report the consumer’s response to the ad, adding more information to her digital dossier. In today’s digital world, the ad is interactive. It can offer discounts, deals, or new opportunities. Or, because it knows you, it can decide you are not the right kind of customer and either ignore you or give you higher prices and poorer service.
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CONSUMER DATA BONANZA

The array of data available on online consumers is dizzying. Among data aggregator BlueKai’s many offerings, for example, is the ability to target millions of U.S. households from information gathered from their in-store, catalogue, and online purchases, combined with offline data, including auto registrations, TV viewing habits, financial behavior, and geographic location. Meanwhile, Facebook tells advertisers it can microtarget consumers by categorizing their social traffic into 15 basic user types and by mapping their demographic/psychographic characteristics to geographic locations and IP addresses with the help of “thousands of predictive models.” Ad agencies, such as WPP, are also creating “data desks, consisting of a treasure trove of information on tens of millions of consumers.”

MULTICULTURAL ONLINE MARKETING ECOSYSTEM

These online data-targeting systems are spawning a whole new multicultural tracking industry. The most mature apparatus, including a well-developed ecosystem of advertisers, ad agencies, and media outlets, focuses on Hispanics, because of their large market potential. Lena Grove Media, for example, engages in real-time bidding for ad space targeting Hispanics by first identifying visitors of Spanish-language sites, tagging them, and then serving them ads when they visit other websites that sell less expensive ad space than “overpriced” Spanish-language online media. EZTarget Media, the ad network of major Hispanic ad network Terra, tracks Hispanics’ online behavior in multiple market segments, including auto lovers, sports fans, supermoms, social networkers, video watchers, finance watchers, gamers, and the like to help target ads. Another ad network, Batanga.com, targets ads on behalf of major marketers such as Procter & Gamble, the Disney Co., and Jack Daniel’s, to Hispanic Internet radio listeners by age and interests, such as “career seekers,” “do it yourselfer,” “motorcycle owner,” and “Democrat.” Capitalizing on the burgeoning Hispanic smart-phone market, RedMas specializes in marketing to Hispanics over mobile technology for advertisers that include Toyota, Miller Lite,

Sprint, and the Obama campaign.\textsuperscript{27} Not to be left out, the Newspaper National Network launched a network in 2011 targeting Hispanic readers through over 500 print and online Spanish-language newspapers and magazines.\textsuperscript{28} Now, increasingly, many of these publishers and marketers are also reaching out to Hispanics via Facebook. In 2010, only Univision and Telemundo had a significant Facebook following among this population, but now, many Hispanic publishers have established significant positions on the social network to reach their target audience.\textsuperscript{29} Other multicultural groups also figure heavily in target marketing databases. Geostream Intelligence Service, for example, indexes both Hispanics and Asian Americans by age, income levels, country of origin, language usage, and the degree to which they are acculturated to the United States—sometimes down to the block or zip code where they live (“Hispanicity,” or “Asianicity”).\textsuperscript{30} African-American ad networks AdGroups.com places ads in more than 300 publishers, to reaching various sub-segments of the African-American market.\textsuperscript{31} Lee Moss Media offers inventory among premium African-American websites that attract more than 2.2 million monthly unique visitors.\textsuperscript{32} Last fall, a consortium of black-owned marketing companies partnered with major black media companies, including BET Networks, Black Enterprise, and Essence Communications, to launch the #INTHEBLACK campaign to help advertisers reach African-American audiences.\textsuperscript{33}

**THE NEW AMERICAN MARKETS**

What’s behind the excitement over online multicultural consumers and the scramble for data about them? Online marketers’ reports describe fast-growing, young, and connected multicultural populations, ripe as opportunity. Studies abound from the Nielsen Co., Google, Yahoo!, AOL, NBC Universal, and others, analyzing the demographic characteristics of Hispanics, African Americans, and Asian Americans, their digital preferences, and potential as online consumers. Digital advertising also enables companies to measure the response of consumers in real time, creating instant “focus groups” and other ways to analyze actual behaviors closely.
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Below is a summary of each groups’ attributes drawn from such reports, demonstrating the extent to which these populations are under study. Hispanics appear to be the most heavily researched, followed by African Americans, and then Asian Americans, reflecting their relative share in the total U.S. population.

The bottom line: These groups all skew younger than the general population, and because of that, they are more apt to use digital media extensively in their daily lives. Hispanics are especially intensive and sophisticated smart-phone users. Though African Americans still prefer TV as their primary media source, they increasingly are using the Internet and smart phones. Early adopters and users of digital media, Asian Americans are especially active users of Web video.

**HISPANICS: MOBILE VANGUARD**

At 52 million strong, Hispanics comprise 16% of the U.S. population—and counting. Projected to be the fastest growing multicultural population in the U.S., they will grow by 167% from 2010 to 2050, compared to 142% for Asian Americans, 52% for African Americans, 1% for non-Hispanic whites, and 42% for the general population as a whole, according to the Nielsen Co. Most of that growth will come from births in the U.S., rather than from immigration.

As the rest of the U.S. ages, Hispanics skew younger, putting them in the vanguard as consumers and as digerati. The median age for Hispanics is 28, compared with 37 for the general population. Today, 23% of Americans under age 18 are Hispanic. In 2018, a quarter of those under age five in America will be Hispanic.

Digital marketers are agog over the opportunity. Online media giants, such as Google, Yahoo!, and AOL, and traditional companies, such as Coca-Cola, McDonald’s, and Procter & Gamble, are chasing this population, whose purchasing power is expected to jump from $1 trillion in 2010 to $1.5 trillion in 2020. Now at $5 billion, the Hispanic advertising market is growing four times faster than other advertising sectors. As Hispanics continue to acculturate, more ads targeted to them will be in English. Today, less than a quarter of Hispanics are Hispanic dominant, culturally, nearly a third are bicultural, and nearly a half are U.S. dominant, according to AOL’s 2010 Hispanic Cyberstudy.
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HOT MOBILE PROSPECTS

Hispanics lag the general population in online penetration today. About 66% of them are online, compared to three-quarters of the general population, but by 2015, 73% of Hispanics will be online. Meanwhile, they’re leaders in mobile technology use, linking to the Internet primarily through smart phones. Today, 57% of Hispanics own a smart phone, compared with 46% of general U.S. households. Even less acculturated older Hispanics are increasingly adopting mobile tablets.

Hispanics are sophisticated smart-phone users. For instance, 64% of U.S. Hispanic mobile users text, compared with 56% of the general market. More Hispanics (64%) visit video sites, compared with the general population (50%). More than a fifth of U.S. Hispanic mobile users download or listen to music, compared with 15% of the general market, and 12% of them use social networks on their mobile phones, vs. 10% of the general market.

What’s most attractive about Hispanic mobile users is their youth. Nearly three-quarters of Hispanic mobile subscribers are between the ages of 18 and 44. Among them, the Millennials, ages 18 to 29, are likely to use smart phones most actively—50% access the Web from a smart phone while at home, vs. 27% for Hispanics ages 30 to 49. For marketers, these youngsters are the sweet spot, and brands that can reach them through an understanding of their culture can benefit from the powerful word of mouth these users employ.

RECEPTIVE TO ONLINE ADS

Hispanics spend 200% more on e-commerce than the average Internet user, accounting for 11%, or $2.2 billion, of total e-commerce purchases made across the United States in the first quarter of 2012. They use online platforms and smart phones to research and to make purchases more often than the general U.S. population.

Hispanics spend 200% more on e-commerce than the average Internet user...[and] are also more receptive to online ads than non-Hispanics.”
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Luckily for marketers, Hispanics are also more receptive to online ads than non-Hispanics, according to various studies. Some 41% of Hispanics find it easier to obtain information from interactive online ads than from TV commercials, vs. 37% of non-Hispanics. They’re also more likely than the general public to recall seeing Web and apps ads, especially on smart phones. Moreover, Hispanics have a 43% higher click rate on email ads compared with the general public. And more than 60% of Hispanics can recall Internet radio ads they’ve heard in the last 30 days, compared with 58% of the general population, and 61% of them respond to the ads, compared with 44% of the general population.

AFRICAN AMERICANS: CULTURAL TRENDSETTERS

Numbering 42 million, African Americans comprise 13.6% of the U.S. population. Growing at 52%, faster than the general U.S. population, they are expected to reach 14% of the U.S. population, or 47.6 million people, by 2020. Though they face a slowing birth rate, today they’re still youthful, with a median age of 31 years, compared with 36 years for the total population, according to the 2010 Current Population Survey. Nearly 31% of African Americans are ages 15 to 34, compared with 27% for the general population, and they are cultural trendsetters for the rest of America.

From 2000 to 2009, African–American households making $75,000 and up grew 63.9%, more than the total population making that level of household income, while the percentage of black households making $50,000 and under declined. African-American buying power is expected to increase from $1 trillion today to $1.1 trillion in 2015. In 2011, advertisers spent $2.114 billion in media ads to target this group, almost 5% more than the previous year, according to Nielsen Co. Top advertisers included Coca-Cola Co., Ford Motor Co., General Mills, McDonald’s Corp., Procter & Gamble Co., and State Farm.
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TV FIRST, INTERNET SECOND

African Americans prefer TV—spending a third of their media consuming time, or six hours and 54 minutes a day viewing, vs. five hours and 11 minutes a day for the general population. Some 30% of African-American households own four or more TV sets. The Internet comes in a close second with the 27 million African Americans online spending slightly less than a third of their time online, vs. slightly more than a third of their time watching TV. Some 69% of African Americans are active online buyers, and 51% of them are mobile Internet users.

While online, African Americans are intensive users of search, video, and Twitter. According to Google, African-Americans are more likely than the general population (45% vs. 38%) to use search at the beginning of the purchase process. They also use video sites at a higher rate (44%) to learn about brands, products, or services than the general population (39%), spending 52 minutes per video site visit, vs. 42 minutes for the general population. African Americans engage in the same amount of social networking as the general population with one exception: They use Twitter at a much higher rate. As of last May, a quarter of African-American Internet users were on Twitter, compared with 9% of white Internet users, according to Pew Research.

SMART PHONES: TALKING AND TEXTING

African-American smart-phone ownership outpaces that of the general population by many counts. Google finds that 53% of African Americans own smart phones, compared with about 45% of the general population. They use their smart phones primarily for talking and texting, talking 1,298 minutes a month, vs. 606 minutes a month for whites. African Americans are second only to Hispanics in number of texts per month: Hispanics average 943, and African Americans 888, vs. whites at 687 texts. Emailing, Web access, and social networking are also popular smart-phone uses for African Americans. Indeed, 67% of black smart-phone users access social sites through their phones.
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RECEPTIVE TO DIGITAL ADS

Again in a boon for marketers, African-American consumers are more responsive than the general population to search ads, digital video ads, and smart-phone ads, according to studies. They notice search ads more frequently than the general population (78% vs. 71%) and click on them more often (20% vs. 16%). About 40% of African Americans recall seeing ads on their smart phone, compared with just 31% of the general population. And they are more apt to click on those ads and to visit the website of the advertiser than the general population, 31% vs. 21%, respectively.

ASIAN AMERICANS: TECH SAVVY

At 18 million, Asian Americans comprise about 5% of the total U.S. population, which grew at the highest rate of any multicultural group since 2000—51%—edging out Hispanics at 50%. Asian Americans are expected to constitute 9% of the U.S. population by 2050. While the U.S. Hispanic population is growing primarily from U.S. births, Asian-American growth stems primarily from immigration—with three in four Asian Americans born outside the U.S. Like other multicultural groups, Asian Americans skew younger than the overall U.S. population at a median age of 41 years, compared to 45 years overall. U.S.-born Asians are much younger, with a median age of 30.

Asian Americans represent $718 billion in purchasing power, which is expected to grow to $1 trillion in five years, on overall high median household incomes of $63,420, vs. $49,580 for total U.S. households. Fifty percent of Asian Americans over the age of 25 graduated from college, compared to 28% of the total U.S. population of this age.
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As early adopters of technology, Asian Americans are experienced online users, with 80% enjoying home broadband access, vs. 60% of the total U.S. population.\(^93\) They spent 80 hours on the computer, measured in the month of February 2011, vs. 55 hours by the general population, according to the Nielsen Co.\(^94\) They watch the least daily TV of any multicultural group at three hours and 14 minutes—about half that of African Americans and two-thirds of the time whites spend.\(^95\)

Asian Americans spend twice as much time watching Web videos than any other multicultural group, and they’re more likely to watch videos on their mobile devices, according to Nielsen.\(^96\) In February 2011, Asian Americans streamed an average of 10 hours and 39 minutes, compared with an average four hours and 20 minutes by the general population.\(^97\)

Overall, Asian Americans love YouTube and are 38% more likely than other groups to visit the site.\(^98\) Asian American stars are also dominating YouTube in a way they have not been able to do in traditional media. Unlike mainstream media, YouTube is amassing fragmented multicultural audiences, aided by high minority Web viewing habits: Nearly 80% of minorities regularly watch online videos, compared with less than 70% of whites, according to the Pew Internet & American Life Project.\(^99\) Ryan Higa, a Japanese-American comedian, has 5.2 million subscribers, second among all YouTube channels. He joins Freddy Wong and Kevin Wu as three of the top 10 highest-earning YouTube channels.\(^100\)

## Advertising to Asian Americans

Asian Americans make more purchases online than other multicultural groups.\(^101\) Though they are an increasingly important online market, 27% of Asian Americans say many ads targeted to them are offensive, trafficking in the derisive Asian nerd and heavily accented stereotypes.\(^102\) According to marketing research, Asian Americans are particularly receptive to product features in advertising, while Hispanics like ads highlighting family, and
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African Americans, humor. Toyota is one advertiser that has made significant inroads with Asian Americans after targeting that population in 2003 for sales of the Sienna mini-van, now the top mini-van brand among Asian Americans.

THE RISKS OF ONLINE MULTICULTURAL TARGETING

As multicultural consumers increasingly depend on digital media in their daily lives, online target marketing carries many potential risks. To the extent that multicultural consumers are more responsive to advertising than the general population, whether because of their youth, high exposure to media, or other factors, they may be more vulnerable to advertisers’ claims. Irresponsible online target marketing in products such as high-calorie food and drinks, pharmaceuticals, and financial services can have negative impacts on these consumers’ health and financial security. The section below discusses the potential impacts of online target marketing to multicultural consumers in these sectors.

“...they may be more responsive to advertising than the general population...they may be more vulnerable to advertisers’ claims.”

FOOD: HAVE A LITTLE MORE

Multicultural youth, especially teens, are Ground Zero when it comes to digital junk food marketing. Food and beverage companies know these digitally connected youth are cultural trendsetters, and reeling them in burnishes company brands and reaps revenues. Online media are an especially effective channel to reach these hip, impressionable consumers, who have been shown to be both more brand-conscious and more responsive to advertising than their white peers. While many multicultural youth-oriented marketing campaigns seem fun for the targeted consumers, they can carry unhealthy side effects for African-American and Hispanic youth, who suffer higher obesity rates than white youth.
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Splashy campaigns to push high-calorie foods and beverages to these populations are proliferating. The Coca-Cola Co., for one, has said that 86% of its growth in the youth market through 2020 would come from multicultural populations, and has poured many marketing dollars into hooking this crowd. The company’s Sprite Step Off campaign, for example, which targets African-American youth, has become a cultural phenomenon. Featuring regional and national college competitions of the synchronized group dance popular among African-American fraternities and sororities, the campaign awards college scholarships to the winners. The shows, hosted by rapper Ludacris, are featured on YouTube, Facebook, and the MTV2 TV channel in one of its most successful programs ever. Since its 2009 launch, boasts the ad firm that created the campaign, the event has generated 400 million media impressions. 

Marketers’ tactics include infiltrating social networks and mobile connections favored by minority youth, who connect to brands and share thoughts more often via such networks. Dr Pepper’s Vida 23 campaign, for example, invites young Hispanics to share, via Flickr, photos of themselves holding Dr Pepper products. In a successful mobile campaign, Coke harvested names and contact information for thousands of minority youth in a matter of minutes during the 2011 Essence Music Festival. Capitalizing on the feel-good party mood, Coke asked the 400,000-person audience to text “CELEBRATE” along with their first and last names to win free party tickets and VIP passes. Within 30 seconds, more than 3,000 people responded, and altogether, 16% of attendees texted, many of whom continued an online connection with the company.

Similarly, McDonald’s has targeted minority youth with a viral video campaign featuring African-American performers promoting McDonald’s Dollar Breakfast Menus and Hispanic youth with the McCafe site, inviting visitors to experience its java digitally through sight, sound, and other senses. The company also targeted African-American youth via a 365Black.com site by asking “Sprite Step Off” event audiences to vote for their favorite McDonald’s burger and DJ via text messaging to enter a national Flavor Battle sweepstakes.
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FATTENING ADS

Unfortunately, the sophisticated and effective digital on-ramping of such marketing exacerbates abiding health issues that among many multicultural youth can start at childhood. Sugary drink consumption and obesity are more prevalent among black and Hispanic children, compared with white kids.\(^{116}\) Some 12.4% of blacks and 18.5% of Hispanic children were obese by age three, compared with 8.5% of whites.\(^{117}\) Even after adjusting for household income, black children were 4.6 times more likely and Hispanic kids 2.7 times more likely to consume sweet drinks, compared with white children.\(^{118}\) While obesity among white children declines the higher their parents’ education and income levels, the same is not true for black and Hispanic children.\(^{119}\)

A big contributing factor is both higher media consumption by African-American and Hispanic children and their greater responsiveness to the advertising shown via this media.\(^{120}\) One possible reason for these populations’ susceptibility to ads is that they may be more independent from their parents and rely more on ads as a source of information than white kids.\(^{121}\) Many fast food ads also contain black characters and snack ads fewer adult characters—possibly making them more appealing to some of these young viewers.\(^{122}\)

As advertising of high-calorie foods and drinks migrate to digital and mobile media, where multicultural youth are spending more of their time, the results may be a boon to marketers, but less so for their impressionable audiences. The penetration of digital and mobile media into the daily lives of multicultural youth can make marketing campaigns on these platforms especially potent and a force to monitor for impacts on public health.

HEALTH CARE: THIS WON’T HURT AT ALL

Online healthcare marketing is big business. Today, 60% to 80% of Americans turn to the Web to search for health information, and the Web rivals doctors as a prime source of this information.\(^{123}\) To reach these online users, U.S. healthcare and pharmaceutical marketers spent $1 billion on online ads in 2010, a figure that is expected to rise to $1.52 billion in 2014.\(^{124}\) These marketers can target consumers by medical condition with an arsenal of sophisticated techniques, including gathering information on them via their social networking interactions and orchestrating seemingly viral, word-of-mouth chatter via social media to generate buzz about their products.\(^{125}\)

With such large potential markets at stake, many healthcare companies are eager to sell to U.S. multicultural groups. Contrary to popular perception, they note, these populations are insured at levels comparable to the 88% rate for whites—with blacks
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at 82%, Hispanics at 69%, Chinese Americans at 87%, Korean Americans at 75%, and South Asian Americans at 88%.\(^\text{126}\)

Pharmaceutical companies have not made as much of an inroad in multicultural marketing as food companies. Only 1% of pharmaceutical companies’ direct-to-consumer marketing budget today is targeted to Hispanics, for example.\(^\text{127}\) But the higher incidence of diseases, such as diabetes, hypertension, and obesity, among Hispanics and African Americans make these populations lucrative prospects for pharmaceutical companies. Hispanic spending on adult prescription drugs today totals only $17 billion, or 9%, of that market.\(^\text{128}\) Those sales could rise to $30 billion if Hispanic spending increased to a level more representative of their share of the U.S. population.\(^\text{129}\)

**TRUSTING**

Online media is an effective way to reach these groups because they rely on and trust media more for health information than whites. For instance, 83% of Hispanics who seek out healthcare information get it via TV, radio, print media, and the Internet, according to Pew Hispanic Research.\(^\text{130}\) Moreover, Hispanics are more trusting of information they get from pharmaceutical companies—32% compared with 11% of non-Hispanics. About a quarter of Hispanics trust information from health insurers, compared with 5% of non-Hispanics.\(^\text{131}\) Advertiser are also mindful that reaching Hispanics and blacks via smart phones can be effective, because they’re more likely than whites to use those devices to find health information and mobile applications to manage their health, according to a 2010 Pew Internet & American Life Project study.\(^\text{132}\)

Drug companies are starting to reach out to blacks and Hispanics online. Novartis, for example, markets its eXForGE hypertension drugs to African Americans via a button on the main Web page for the drug, taking users to customized content for African Americans.\(^\text{133}\) Eli Lilly’s F.A.C.E. (Fearless African-Americans Connected and Empowered) diabetes campaign features webisodes on diabetes-friendly cooking and fitness advice from an African-American expert. The F.A.C.E. diabetes website reached about 31,000 yearly visitors, as of 2011.\(^\text{134}\) Similarly, Astra Zeneca’s Crestor is reaching out to Hispanic patients through a Spanish-language site customized to Hispanics in both design and content, such as dietary recommendations.\(^\text{135}\) Eli Lilly’s site for bYetta, an injectable diabetes medication, likewise features dietary advice tailored for Hispanics.\(^\text{136}\) Novo Nordisk’s Spanish-
language marketing campaign for the FlexPen insulin-delivery device includes both TV ads on Univision, Telemundo, and Telefutura as well as online outreach through a miflexpen.com website, ads, and paid search and relationship marketing.\(^{137}\)

Targeting potential patients with ads about drugs to manage their diseases is not necessarily harmful to informed consumers. But multicultural online users should be aware that pharmaceutical companies are eager to push their remedies, and patients should make sure before they open their wallets that these remedies are the best ones for them and their condition.

**FINANCIAL SERVICES: BORROW TO THE HILT (OR NOT)**

Recent U.S. financial history shows that race discrimination in lending persists despite decades of efforts to eliminate such practices as predatory lending, redlining, and payday lending. In the middle of the last decade, many banks engaged in predatory lending during the real-estate bubble, pushing ever-more-risky subprime mortgage loans at abusively high interest rates and onerous terms to those with weak credit, often minority borrowers. There is evidence, too, that lenders peddled subprime mortgages to minorities, regardless of their income levels.\(^{138}\) In a study of subprime mortgage borrowing from 1996 to 2002 in two Minnesota counties, for example, African Americans, regardless of income, were more than three times as likely to get subprime mortgages than whites.\(^ {139}\) Across the U.S., many subprime-mortgage borrowers defaulted, triggering a spate of foreclosures and the 2008 financial crisis.

After that crisis, several banks, chastened by past lending experience, swung in the opposite direction and withheld credit from poor, minority neighborhoods in a practice called redlining. According to an April 2011 study of several major U.S. cities in 2008 and 2009, mortgage refinancing declined sharply in minority neighborhoods while doubling in white ones. Redlining, the practice of denying or overcharging for credit, insurance, and other services based on race, became prevalent in the 1930s and still exists.\(^{140}\) Meanwhile, the age-old practice of lending short-term cash loans at high interest rates to the poor, or payday lending, continues to prey on those who have little access to other types of credit.\(^{141}\)

\[\text{“}…\text{financial services companies looking to lend to poor, minority customers to charge them higher rates, or to avoid such customers altogether, can easily identify or target them online.”}\]
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Today, with the availability of sophisticated consumer-tracking databases, financial services companies looking to lend to poor, minority customers, to charge them higher rates, or to avoid such customers altogether can easily identify or target them online. Consumer analytics companies, such as eBureau, provide financial services companies and other such clients with e-scores, which rank consumers according to a valuation of their buying power based on income, residence, purchasing history, and other information from multiple databases. These scores, which separate promising from unpromising sales prospects, can facilitate the digital-age redlining of online offers for credit cards, loans, insurance, and other products. Conversely, they could help marketers push certain products, such as payday loans, to specific customers, or to set different prices and terms for customers based on their scores.

eBureau subsidiary TruSignal, for example, helps advertisers target “underbanked consumers” who use online money transfers, payday loans, or prepaid debit card services. It markets a proprietary formula of 127 predictors developed from over 40 third-party data sources, such as census data, property records, purchase history, financial records, and hobbies and interests, to identify these consumers and to profile more than 100 million U.S. adults who use money transfer services. TruSignal claims its targeting software can improve the accuracy of advertisers’ online campaigns by as much as 80%. TruSignal says its technology is based on data mining and predictive analysis, not behavioral tracking.

Financial service providers, from TruSignal to the nation’s largest banks and credit card issues, are eyeing Hispanics and Asian Americans as promising markets. Hispanics are three times more likely than the general population to use mobile banking, for example. In addition, the growing Hispanic market is offsetting a decline in credit card ownership among the rest of the U.S. Between 2004 and 2011, Hispanic card ownership rose 23%, compared with a 7% decline overall in the U.S. For their part, Asian Americans are a lucrative online banking market, because of their high average income levels. Three quarters of Asian American households bank online, compared with 67% of non-Asian Americans, according to Nielsen Claritas.

While online targeting of multicultural consumers by legitimate financial services companies may not in itself raise red flags, such consumers should stay on notice that online marketers now have the tools today to carry out discriminatory practices. With their ability to differentiate specific consumers, marketers can either withhold or push certain products at different prices and terms to consumers, depending on their scores. Given the history of
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discriminatory sales practices, multicultural consumers need to be aware of the potential misuse of such scoring in the digital era.

CONCLUSION

Burgeoning multicultural U.S. populations, actively engaged in the digital realm, are a match made in heaven for online marketers. While the rest of America ages, youthful Hispanic, African-American, and Asian-American populations are on the rise, and will continue to fuel consumer spending. Meanwhile, these new generations, increasingly digital natives, spend more and more of their time on online services and devices, where they can be tracked and targeted with the aid of ever-more-advanced technology. That some of these consumers are more responsive and trusting of advertising, according to studies, is a bonus. For marketers, it’s a win-win all around.

But, is advertiser attention necessarily a win-win for multicultural digital consumers? On the one hand, the notice is flattering, a recognition that they have arrived as significant influencers of U.S. culture. At the same time, Hispanic, African-American, and Asian-American online consumers need to understand the lengths to which marketers will go to sell to them and the potent technologies used to do so. If advertising in the offline world hasn’t always ended up benefiting minority consumers—whether fast-food peddling leading to weight-related diseases or dodgy lending schemes wreaking financial havoc—the power of advertisers in the online world to serve exactly the right ad with exactly the right message to exactly the right customer at exactly the right time augments their ability to push offers onto consumers successfully. Multicultural digital consumers must be on guard and protect their own interests against the digital advertising onslaught aimed squarely at them, by filtering out the beneficial from the harmful. As well, all digital consumers should pay heed to the evolving online target-marketing juggernaut.

"Multicultural digital consumers must be on guard and protect their own interests against the digital advertising onslaught aimed squarely at them..."

This report is the first in a series on multicultural consumers and digital consumer protection issues. It was written by Catherine T. Yang, a Washington, D.C.-based writer, who specializes in technology policy and U.S. and international economic issues. She was a correspondent in Business Week’s Washington bureau for 19 years, covering a variety of beats, including digital media and technology, consumer protection, and law. She is also a former Managing Director at the Glover Park Group in Washington, D.C.
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